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DCA323 Production Report 

TS-SSC 92-086 
December 03, 1992 

S.A. Gourlay 

DCA323 is the last SSC 50 mm aperture collider dipole magnet 
built at Fermilab by Fermilab staff. Its assembly fallowed the 
baseline as stated in the 50 mm Collider Dipole Magnet Requirements 
and Specifications Book (the "Yellow Book.") This report will 
summarize the production history of DCA323 and any relevant 
discrepancies from the baseline design. Particular attention will be 
made to describe anomalies that are judged to have a possible 
influence on performance. Note that this magnet had relatively few 
problems throughout production. More detailed information on all 
assembly and testing steps may be found in the Specific Data 
Summary Traveler (SDST) and the Fermilab Advanced Magnet R&D 
Group's technical note series. Notes in the latter series are indicated 
by the prefix TS-SSC. 

Coil winding and Inspection 

An Apical tape insulating system was used on this magnet. The 
required 0.030" shim for the lower inner coil was made up of a 
0.01 O" and a 0.020" shim. The wedge shim for the inner middle and 
upper wedges was too wide. The shim was modified from 0.485 +/-
0.002 -> 0.480 +/- 0.002 to prevent insulation damage [1]. An 
incorrect wedge shim was used in outer coil 15M-50-2029. The 
wedge was replaced and the coil was recured [2]. 

Collared Coil Assembly 

No problems were encountered. 
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Yoking and Shell Welding 

No problems were encountered. 

Final Assembly and Cryostatting 

The electrical wiring configuration was changed (3]. Reference 
drawings 0102-ME-292803 Rev. B and 0102-MB-292794. The coil 
failed the 20 Mn to ground test. This was caused by solder flux 
contamination of the G-10 lower-inner lead insulators. The lead 
insulators were replaced. The cryostat of DCA323 was instrumented 
with various thermometers to map the temperature profile of the 
cryostat and with strain gauges to monitor stresses induced on the 
support system during thermal cycling and cryostat transport [4]. As 
was common on many magnets, tabs were welded to the 20K and 
80K shields to control shld shape and minimize thermal shorts 
between the 80K shield and the 20K MLI blanket [5]. Sensor #5 (CGR-
1-1000, SN# C12189 on the ASST board is out of calibration range. 
Its status will be evaluated on the MTF test stand. If the sensor is 
found to be bad it will be replaced after the magnet is shipped to 
Dallas [6]. 
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Magnet No. F1 
Bore Diameter 4cm 
Croes Section NC9 

Cable lnaulatlon - 1 layer of .001 x .375 
lnHrColla kapton H film with 

50% overlap 
surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% 
coverage. 

Cable lnauletlon • 1 layer of .001 x .375 
Outer Colla kapton H film with 

50% overlap 
surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% 
coverage. 

Wedge lnaulatlon Same as calls. 

Inner to Outer Col External 
Spllce 

End Part LBL designed 
Configuration •emplrlcally 

dete rmlned" 

End Part Matl. G-10 
End Key Dnlgn NIA 

Collarina ahlma Yf/6 
Collarlna 1hoe Yes 
Strip HealerType None 

Coll Strain GaugH LBL design 

Collar Matl. 7075-T6 Aluminum 
End Can Aluminum/Clamp style 

Yoke SDllt Horizontal 
Shell Strain Gauge IN/A 

Hannon le None 
Mea1urementa 
Avallable 
Cold T11ted No 
Notea Potted and sectioned 

after assembly. 

SSC Short Models Built at Fermilab 

F2 F3 F4 
4cm 4cm 4cm 
NC9 NC9 NC9 

1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 kapton H 
kapton H fllm with kapton H nrm with film with 50% overlap surrounded 
50%overlap 50% overlap by one layer of .004 x .375 glass 
surrounded by one surrounded by one tape with 90% coverage. 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% 
coverage. coverage. 

1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 kapton H 
kapton H film with kapton H film with fllm with 50% overlap surrounded 
50% overlap 50% overlap by one layer of .004 x .375 glass 
surrounded by one surrounded by one tape with 90% coverage. 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% 
coverage. coverage. 

Same as coils. Same as coils. Same BS coils. 

External Exlemal External 

LBL designed LBL designed ElllP6e on cyUnder/grouped 
•emplrlcally "emplrlcally 
determined" determined" 

G-10 G-10 N/A 
All 1 pece All 1 piece NIA 

Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
Tevatron Style, Tevatron Style, None 
handmade by FNAL handmade by FNAL 
technicians. technicians. 

LBL design See "notes" coru mn None 
below. 

7075-T6 Aluminum 7075· TS Aluminum 7075-TS Aluminum 
Aluminum/Clamp style Aluminum/Clamp style Aluminum/Clamp style 

Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal 
Yes None NIA 

None Cold only None 

No Yes No 
Magnet developed a This magnet had both Used tor constructron studies only, 
coll-to-ground short the LBL design "hotel" particularly concerning the coll 
during flnal hlpot. II gauges and the BNL Insulation system. II was potted 
was never cold tested. design "beam gauges" and sectioned after assembly. 

slm lier to those Study of this magnet resulted In 
ultimately used In the the elimination of the collaring 
ASST dipoles. shims and shoes In later magnet 
Response of the two designs. 
types of gauges were 
compared during 
testing. 
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R. Bossert 12-17-92 

TS-SSC 92-088 

F5 
4cm 
NC9 

1 layer of .001 x .375 
kapton H fllm wl1h 
500/o overlap 
surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% 
coverage. 

1 layer of .001 x .375 
kapton H film wlth 
50% overlap 
surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% 
coverage. 

Same BS coils. 

External 

Elllpseon 
cylinder/grouped on 
rat. end. LBL 
emplrlcally determined 
on lead end. 

G-10 
All 1 piece 

No 
Yf/6 
T evatron Style, 
handmade by FNAL 
technicians. 

Beem Gauges 

7075-TS Aluminum 
Aluminum/Clamp style 

Horizontal 

Cold only. 

Yes 
First magnet which did 
not Include collarlng 
shims. Extra kapton 
was added In many 
places to take the 
space otherwise 
occupied by the shims. 



SSC Short Models Built at Fermilab 

Maanat No. DS0307 DS0308 oso3og DS0310 DS0311 DS0312 
Bore Diameter 4cm 4cm 4cm 4cm 4cm 4cm 

CroM Section C358 C358 C358 C358 C358 C358 

Cable ln1ulatlon • 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x ,375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 

Inner Coll• kepton H film with kspton H film with kepton H film with kapton H film with kspton H film with kapton H film with 

50"/o overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 50"4 overlap 50% overlap 50"/o overlap 

surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
fglass tape wlth 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90"/o glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90"4 
coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. 

C.bl• ln1ulallon • 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 
Out•r Colla kapton H film with kspton H film with kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H film with 

50"/o overlap 50% overlap 50%overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% 
coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. 

Wedge rneulatlon Same as coils. Same as coils. Sama as coifs. Sama as colls. Sama as coifs. Same as calls. 

Inner to Outer Col External External External External External External 
Splice 

End Part Ellipse on Elllpse on Elllpseon Ellipse on Ellipse on Elllpse on 
Configuration cyllnder/lndlvldually cyllnderllndlvldually cyllnder/lndlvldually cyllnderllndlvldually cyllnder/lndlvldua11y cyllnderllndlvldually 

determined. determ lned. determined. determined. determined. determined on Inner 
coll. Developable 
surface/grouped on 
outer coil. 

End Part Mall. G-10 G-10 G-10 G-10 G-10 G-10 

End Key De1lgn All 1 piece All 1 place All 1 piece All 1 piece All 1 piece All 1 piece 

Collll'lna •hlm11 No No No No No No 
Collarlna aho• No No No No No No 
Strip HeaterTyp• None None None? None? None? None 

Coll strain Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges 

Collar Matl. 304 stainless 304 stalnless 90K Nitronlc 40 BOK Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 

End Can 304 Stainless/Collet 304 Stalniess/Collet 304 Stalnless/Collet 304 Stainless/Collet 304 Stainless/Collet 304 Stainless/Collet 
style style style style style style 

Yoke Snllt Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal 
Shall Strain Gauge None Yes 

Harmonic Collared Coll Only Yoked Warm Collared Warm Collared Wann Collared Warm None 

Measurements No Cold Cold Yoked Warm Yoked Warm Yoked Wann No Cold 
Aval11bl1 Cold Cold Cold 
Cold Tasted No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Notes Used for construction 304 stalniess collars Sulit and tested to Bull! and tested to Sulit and tested to Used for collaring 

studies only, were used because of ensure viability of ensure viability of ensure vlablllty of studies only. 
partlcularly collaring the unavallabllity of 40mm design. 40mm design. 40mm design. 
studies. Nitronic 40. No 

performance problems 
resulted. 
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SSC Shott Models Built at Fermilab 

Magnet No. 050313 050314 050315 
Bore Diameter 4cm 4cm 4cm 
Croe• Section 0358 0358 0358 

Cable lnaulatlon • 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 
Inner Colla kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H fllm with 

50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded b'( one 
layer of .004 x .375 layer ol .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% 
coverage. coverage. coverage. 

Cable lnaulatlon • 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 
Outer Coll• kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H film with 

50% overlap 50"1.ovarlap 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% 
coverage. coverage. coverage. 

Wedge lnaulallon Sama as coils. Serna as coils. Same as coils. 

Inner to Outer Col Exlemal External External 
Splice 

End Part Ellipse on Ellipse on Ellipse on 
Configuration cyllnder/indlvldually cyllnder/lndlvldually cyllnder/lndlvldually 

determined on Inner determined on Inner determined on Inner 
coll. Developable coU. Developable coll. Devalopabla 
surtacefgrouped on surfacefgrouped on surface/grouped on 
outer coll. outer coll. outer coll. 

End Part Matl. G-10 G-10 G-10/Soauldlna ATM 
End Key Design All 1 piece AH 1 piece All 1 piece 

Collarlno ahlme No No No 
Collarlna ahoe No No No 
Strip Heat•rType Four strip heaters. Nona Six strip heaters. SSOL 

SSC style ln two style? 
quadrants (11 and IV), 
BNL style In quadrant I 
and Tevatron style 
hand made at FNAL In 
auadrant Ill. 

Coll Strain GaugH Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges 

Collar Mall. 90K Nltronlc 40 BOK Nltronlc 40 BOK Nltronlc 40 
End can 304 StalnlessfCollet 304 Stalnless/Collet 304 StalnlessfCollet 

style style slyle 

Yoke Split Vertical Vertical Vertical 
Shell Strain Gauge 

Hannon le Yoked Warm Collared Warm Collared Warm 
MeHur.menta Cold Yoke Warm 1,2 Yoked Warm, 
Avallabl• Cold Cold 
Cold THted Yr/13. Yes. Yes. 
Notea First In a series of Second In a series of Third In a series of 

three magne1s bull1 tor three magnets built for thraa magnets built for 
the purpose of tasting the purpose of tasting the purpose of 1estlng 
the vartlcally split yoke the vertlcally split yoke the vertically split yoke 
design. daslgn. Did no1 design. 

perform well In first 
cold test. Ww; 
successfully rebuilt 10 
repair an lnstablllty In 
the end key area. 
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SSC Short Models Built at Fermilab 

Magnet No. DSA320 DSA321 DSA322 DSA323 DSA324 DSA326 
Bore DlalTMltar scm scm 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 
Cro .. Sactlon W6733 W6733 W6733 W6733 W6733 W6733 

Cabla Jnaulatlon • 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 
Inner Coll• kapton H mm with kapton H film with kapton H film with kap!on H film with kapton H film with kapton H film with 

50% overlap 50% overlap 50%overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x ,375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass 1Bpe with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% 
coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. 

C.bl• Insulation • 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 
Out•r Colla kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H fllm wlth kap!on H film with 

50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% 
coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. coverage. 

W•dg• ln1ulatlon Same as coils. Same as coils. Same as coils. Same as coils. Se.me as coils. Same as coils. 

Inner to Outer Col External External External External External External 
Splice 

End Part N/A Devalopable Developeble Developable Developeble Developable 
Conflg uratlon surface/grouped. surface/grouped. surface/grouped. surface/grouped. surface/grouped. 

"Iteration #1" •lie ration #1" "Iteration #1" "Iteration #1" "Iteration #1" 

End Part Matl. N/A G-10 G-10 G-10 G-10 G-10 
End Key Design N/A All 1 place All 1 piece All 1 piece All 1 piece All 1 piece 

Collarlna shims No No No No No No 
Collarlna shoe Yf!IS Yf!IS Yes YBt; Yes YelS 
Strip Heat•rType None None None 4 Lars single element. 4 Lars slngle element 4 Lars slngle element. 

2 - 10 Inches long "SSC2" 2 - ·ssc1· and 2 -
"SSC2EA" and 2 - 24 ·ssc2· 
Inches long "SSC2" 

Coll Strain Gaug•• Beem Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges 

Collar Matl. 90K Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 SOK Nltronlc 40 90K Nitronlc 40 SOK Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 
EndC.n NIA 304 Stalnless/Coilet 304 Stainless/Collet 304 Stainless/Collet 6061-T6 Alumlnum on 6061-TS 

style style style both assy/Collet style Aluminum/Collet style 

Yoka SDllt Venlcal Venlcal Venlcal Vertical Venlcal Venlcal 
Sh•ll Strain Gaug• YflS 

Harmonic Collared Warm Collared Warm Collared Warm Collared Warm Collared Warm Collared Warm 
Meaaure11M1nts No Cold Yoked Warm, No Cold Yoked Warm, Yolted Warm, Yoked Warm, 
Available Cold Cold Cold Cold 
Cold T•ated No Yes. No Yfl/J. Yes. Yes. 
NotH Used for construction First cold tested Scm. Used for collaring This magnet was This magnet was This magnet was 

practlca. Potted and magnet. Collared with studies. disassembled, disassembled after potted and sectioned 
sectioned after ·non standard tooling• reassembled and cold testing , after cold testing. 
completlon. because regular retested several times. reassembled and 

collaring tooling was This was done In an retested. 
not yet avallable. attempt to understand 

the reason for 
anomalous quenches 
on the down ramp. 
This phenomenon did 
not occur on any other 
maanet. 
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SSC Short Models Built at Fermilab 

Maanet No. DSA327 DSA328 DSA329 DSA330 DSA331 DSA332 
Bon Dlmmeter 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 

CroM Section W6733 W6733 W6733 W6733 modified wllh W6733 modlfted with W6733 modllled with 
wedge shims • • 015 wedge shims. .015 added wedge shims. .015 
added to upper and to upper and mlddla Inner added to upper and 
middle Inner coll coU wedge, .03 added to mkldl& Inner coll 
wedge, .03 added to lower Inner coll wedge and wedge, .03 added to 
lower Inner coll wedge .010 added to outer coll lower Inner coY wedge 
and .010 added to wadga. and .01 o added to 
outer coll wadaa. outer coll wadaa. 

Cable lneulatlon • 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 1 lay« Of .001 X .375 Ona layer of .001 x Ona layer of .001 x .375 Ona layer of .001 x 
Inner Coll• kapton H film with kapton H fllm with kapton H film with .375 bare kaplon H Apical NP with Cryorad .375 bare kapton H 

50% overlap 50% overlap 50% overlap film with 50% overlap adhesive on one side with film with 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by ona surrounded by one 67% overlap. surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 lay« of .004 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 
glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% kaplon LT fllm with kapton LT fllm with 
coverage. coverage. coverage. 2290 on one side butt 2290 on one side butt 

lao. tao. 
cable lneulatlon • 1 layer or .001 x .375 1 layer or .001 x .375 1 layer of .001 x .375 One layer of .001 x One layer of .001 x .375 One layer of .001 x 
Outer Coll• kapton H film with kapton H film with kapton H fllm with .375 bare kapton H Apical NP with 50% overfai: .375 bare kapton H 

50% overlap 50%overfap 50% overlap film with 50% overlap with Cryorad adhesive on film with 50% overlap 
isurroundad by one surrounded by one surrounded by ona surrounded by one ona side surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .004 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 Apical layer of .001 x .375 
!glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% glass tape with 90% kaplon LT film with NP with 50% overlap with kapton LT film with 
coverage. coverage. coverage. 2290 on one side with Cryorad adhesive on one 2290 on one side with 

50% overlap. side. 50% overlap. 

Wedge lneulatlon Same as cons. 2 layers of .001 x .375 2 layers of .001 x .375 Same as coils. Same as cells. Sarne as coils. 
bare kapton 50% bare kapton 50% 
overlao. overtao. 

Inner to Outer Col External External External External External External 
Spll!)e 

End P.rt Developable Devalopable Oevalopabla Developable Developeble Developable 
Configuration surfaca/grouped. surfacefgrouped. surlacefgrouped. surfacefgrouped. surface/grouped. surface/grouped. 

"Iteration #1 • "Iteration #1" "Iteration #1" "Iteration #1" "Iteration #1 " "Iteration #1" 

End Part Matl. G·10 G·10 G· 10 G·10/ Spauldlna RTM G·10 G-10 
End K•Y O.algn All 1 piece All 1 place All 1 piece Ona piece on Inner All 2 piece. All 2 place 

coils. Two piece on 
outer coils. 

Collarlng •hims No No No No No No 
Coll.,lna •ho• Yes Yes Yf/IS Yes Yes Yrl6 
Strip HeaterType None 4 Lars "CH023 rev. None None None 2 Lars single element, 

NC" (Eight healers, 2 Sheldahl single 
two per quadrant) alemant 

Coll Strain GaugH Beam Gauges BeamGaug95 Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges 

Collar Mall. ~OK Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 
End can ~061-TS 6061·T6 6061·T6 6061-TS 6061-T6 Alumlnum/Collet 8061-T6 

Alumlnum/Collet style Aluminum/Collet style Alumlnum/Collet style Alumlnum/Collet style style Alumlnum/Collat style 

Yoke SDIH Vertical Vertical Vertical Van I cal Vertical Vertical 
Shell Str11ln Gauge 

Harmonic Collared Warm Collared Warm Collared Warm Colarad Warm Collared Warm Collared Warm 
Meaeunmenta Yoked Warm, Yoked Warm, Yoked Warm, Yoked Warm, Yoked Warm, Yoked Warm, 
Ava II able NoCold Cold Cold Cold Cold Cold 
Cold Teated No. Yes. Yes. Yes. V85. Yf/6. 
No tu Used tor collaring This magnet was Performed well on 1st First of 2 magnets First magnet bullt to test Second of 2 magnets 

studies. potted and sectioned cold test. Magnet was bunt to test !ha Aplcal/Cryorad lnsulatlon built ID test the 
after cold testing. then rebuilt with 2 lnsulatlon system used system. Inner coll system Insulation system used 

piece keys on IMer In long magnets Is similar to FNAL's low In long magnets 
colls In an attempt to DCA320 and DCA321. BetaQueds. DCA320 and DCA321. 
replicate tha low Also used to test the 
current quenches In Spaulding/ATM 
some long magnets. engineering pal'IS. 
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SSC Short Models Built at Fermilab 

Magnet No. 05A333 05A334 051340 051341 051342 
Bore Dl•m.ter 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 
Crou Section W6733 modtned with W6733 modified with W6733 W6733 modified with W6733 modified with 

~edge shims. .015 wedge shims. .015 wedge shims. .015 wedge shims. .015 
added to upper and added to upper and added to upper and added to upper and 
middle Inner coll middle Inner coll mlddle Inner coll middle Inner coll 
~edge, .03 added to wedge, .03 added to wedge, .03 added to wedge, .03 added to 
lower Inner coll wedge lower Inner coll wedge lower Inner coll wedge lower Jnner coll wedge 
and .010 added to and .01 O added to and .01 O added to and .01 O added to 
outer coll wedge. outer coll wedge. outer coll wedge. outer coll wedge. 

C.bl• lnsul•tlon • One layer of .CXl1 x One layer of .001 x Ona layer of .001 x One laylll' of .001 x One layer of .001 x 
lnn•r Colle .375 bare kapton H .375 bare Apical NP .375 bare kaplOn H .375 bare kapton H .375 bare Apical NP 

film with 50% overlap with 50% overlap film with 67% overlap film with 50% overlap with 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by on layer surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .001 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 of .001 x .375 kapton layer of .001 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 
kapton LT film with Apical NP with Cryorad H film wlth 2290 on kapton LT film with Apical NP with Cryorad 
2290 on both sides adhesive on both sides one side with 50% 2290 on one side butt adhesive on both sides 
butt lao. bun lao. overlao. lao. bull Tao. 

C.bl• lnsul•tlon • Ona layer of .001 x One layer of .001 x Ona layer of .001 x Ona layer of .001 x Ona layer of .001 x 
Outer Coll• .375 bare kapton H .375 bare Apical NP .375 bare kap!On H .375 bare kapton H .375 bare Apical NP 

film with 50% overlap wlth 50% overlap fllm with 67% overlap film with 50% overlap with 50% overlap 
surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one surrounded by one 
layer of .001 x .375 layer or .001 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 layer or .001 x .375 layer of .001 x .375 
kapton LT film with Apical NP with Cryorad kapton H film with kapton LT film with Apical NP with Cryorad 
2290 on both sides adhesive on both sides 2290 on one side with 2290 on one side with adhesive on both sides 
with 50% overlap. with 50% overlap. 50% overlap 50% overlap. with 50% overlap. 

Wltdge lneulatlon Same as coils. Same as coils. Same as cons. Same as coils. Same as coils. 

lnn•r to Outer Col External External External External External 
Spllce 

End Part Developable Developable NIA NIA NIA 
Configuration surface/grouped. surface/grouped. 

"Iteration #1" "Iteration #1" 

End Part Matl. G·10/ Torian G· 1 01 Crvorad RTM NIA NIA NIA 
End Key Deelgn All two piece except All 2 piece except NIA NIA NIA 

return end Inner colls return end outer coils 
are one Dlece are one Dlece. 

Collarina ehlme No No No No No 
Collarlna shoe Ye& Yes Yes Ye& Ye& 
Strip Haat•rType 2 Sheldahl single All Sheldahl single None None None 

element, 2 Sheldahl element. 2 standard 
triple element. Coil .001 thick, 2 .0005 
Insulation modified to thick. Coil Insulation 
move strip heaters one modified to move strip 
layer closer to outer heaters one layer 
coils closer to outer calls. 

Coll Strain Gauges Beam Gauges Beam Gauges None. None. None. 

Collar Mall. 90K Nltronlc 40 90!< Nitronlc 40 90K Nltronic 40 90K Nltronlc 40 90K Nltronlc 40 
End Can 6061·T6 6061·T6 

Aluminum/Collet style Aluminum/Collet style 

Yoke SPiit Vertical Vertical NIA NIA NIA 
Sh•ll Stl"lllln Gauge NIA NIA 

Harmonic Collared Warm Collared Warm None None None 
Measur1m.nts Yoked Warm, Yoked Warm, 
Available Cold Cold 
Cold THt•d Yes. Yes. No. No. No. 
NotH Magnet built to test Magnet bullt to test Magnet used for Magnet used for Magnet used for 

kapton Insulation Aplcal/Cryorad Insulation studies only. Insulation studies only. Insulation studies only. 
system with adhesive Insulation system with Potted and sectioned Potted and secUoned Polled and sectioned 
on both sides as well adhesive on both sides after assembly. after assembly. after assembly. 
as Torlon end parts. as well as Cryorad 

IRTM end parts. 
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